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GoFundMe Permanently Shuts Down Freedom Convoy
Campaign; Refuses to Pass on Millions in Raised Funds; 

Donors will be refunded.
 

New Donation Platform created at GiveSendGo.com
New Social Media Group created at CloutHub.com

New Campaign Page created at CloutHub.com
Reclaim the Net - February 5, 2022

www.ReclaimTheNet.org
 
Update Note Feb 4 : GoFundMe originally said that they “will work with organizers to
send all remaining funds to credible and established charities verified by
GoFundMe.”
 
They’ve since   added a stealth edit on their post to say : “we will work with
organizers to send all remaining funds to credible and established charities chosen
by the Freedom Convoy 2022 organizers and verified by GoFundMe.”
 
Update Note Feb 5:   GoFundMe has now changed its mind and announced that
they will be refunding all donors.
 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Online crowdfunding platform GoFundMe has permanently suspended donations for
the Canadian truckers’ Freedom Convoy page which had raised over $10 million to
support the ongoing protest against Covid-19 vaccine mandates.
 
On Wednesday , the prominent fundraising platform, that has been accused of
hindering free expression and applying its policies selectively, suspended the ability
to make donations and added an “Under Review” message to the page.
 
The disclaimer said: “This fundraiser is currently paused and under review to ensure
it complies with our terms of service and applicable laws and regulations. Our team
is working 24/7 and doing all we can to protect both organizers and donors. Thank
you for your patience.”
 
It was the second time that GoFundMe had put some kind of hold on the fundraiser.  
The first time , the platform allowed donations but was withholding the funds,
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preventing them from being able to be withdrawn by the civil liberties campaigners.
Now, GoFundMe has permanently deleted the listing after allegedly consulting with
local law enforcement.
 
The fundraiser was created by Tamara Lich and BJ Dichter to raise funds to pay for
fuel, food, and lodgings of those who are participating in the convoy.
 
Incidents such as this are common with the GoFundMe platform.
 
Canada's Freedom Convoy launched a campaign on the alternative crowdfunding
site GiveSendGo, and has already raised tens of thousands of dollars. We have
confirmed that this is the official campaign created by Tamara Lich who created the
original campaign on GoFundMe. 
 
While GoFundMe has removed multiple fundraiser from its platform, GiveSendGo
has championed freedom of speech and platformed many fundraising campaigns
that have been restricted by GoFundMe.
 

Join the New Group: Canada's Freedom Convoy 2022 at CloutHub.com
 

Click Here to Access the Campaign Page at CloutHumb.com
 

Click Here to Access New Donation Platform at GiveSendGo.com
The page may be slow as it deals with heavy demand.

On the Ottawa Canada Trucker Convoy
Commander Erron via Sharon Stewart - February 3, 2022

www.SharonAndIvo.Weebley..com
 
Sharon (Me): I thought I'd ask Commander Erron what he's seeing because his ship
is flying over Ottawa, Canada. Ivo's ship is more north flying over Northern Ontario,
but Commander Erron is flying over Southern Ontario. All mother ships are hovering
above the world, presumably near or over our cities in a flower of life pattern. 
 
So, Commander Erron, tell us, what do you see? I assume there were some tussles
between the police and the truckers or people there partying as well... 
 
Commander Erron (CE): There were but it was nothing outrageous. This is a
peaceful organization. 
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Me: I'm getting an intuition that the Deep State (DS) is going to kick it up a notch.
They want us fighting because then they can bring in the military to suppress us. 
 
CE: Yes, they have plans. As soon as they learned that there was a convoy, they set
about making new plans. They have removed players from the area and hidden
them in safety, and yes, this was a white hat operation. 
 
Me: Ashtar had told us that there are white hats in every government, including the
Canadian government, and they have more power than we know, but why would
they protect Trudeau? 
 
CE: He's not the real Trudeau. That one's been arrested, Sharon. This is a double.
They're protecting their own man. They allow him to look like he's afraid because
then the people will feel more empowered.
 
Me: But the real deep state is planning a counter attack, then? What do you think it
will be? 
 
CE: They are. It will be something like a bomb was planted at the capitol and the
truckers have to move for their own safety. It, again, will be made to appear to be
done for the sake of the people, but it's not. Because they're the ones planting the
bomb. 
 
They still have access to the DUMBs underneath the area and they can come and
go freely without detection. 
 
Me: So it's like there's the Patriots, the white hats and the black hats all figuring in on
this event. 
 
CE: Yes, it always is. You're dealing with three parties, not two. Sometimes when the
patriots take on the black hats, the white hats step aside and watch but this time with
the patriots approaching the government, the patriots are approaching the white
hats' puppet – Trudeau. Really? Do you think the real Trudeau would have backed
down and left town to protect himself? He wouldn't have because he knows who's
behind him. He was just made to look as if he was afraid of the people, and that's
fine. 
 
Me: Really, both white and black hats are manipulating us. Now, do the white hats
intend to keep an eye out so that the black hats don't get a chance to plant a bomb? 
 
CE: They do. They're carefully watching this, bringing in more of their own people.
Look at the people walking around... do you think they're all members of the general
public?
 
Me: LOL I did! 
 
CE: Well, they're not, Sharon. There are many white hat agents walking among the
crowds. They are also planting intel into the public there. 
 
Me: Oh that's a good idea! 
 



CE: And your intuition was correct... you did see fire at the capitol buildings. 
 
Me: So someone started a fire? That's what I saw. 
 
CE: They can't get that close to the actual buildings because they're guarded, but
there are some slippery types that will try. 
 
Me: Basically, what you're saying is this is going to blow up and the DS are probably
the ones who will do it. 
 
CE: They want you off of their backs, Sharon. 
 
Me: Not gonna happen. This event is going to make people even more determined to
gain their freedom back, at least their old freedoms. But they may not realize that
that system is what allowed this to happen, so change has to happen. I'm feeling
there may be deaths, maybe some truckers? 
 
CE: That's possible.
 
Me: How long will this last for, do you see? 
 
CE: Possibly for months, Sharon. It will lead to a stalemate and there will be
acrimony on everyone's part. People will want their food and supplies that the
truckers have trucked in for them, and they will blame the truckers or the government
for not resolving the conflict. 
 
Me: So Canadians, stock up now! Get your supplies for a couple months anyway. I'm
stocked up, I'm not worried about it really. 
 
So we should keep sending light energy to the truckers and the region in general in
order that the best resolution can be obtained. 
 
CE: Yes, that's a good idea. 
 
Me: It's garnered a lot of attention, not the least of which is the surprise many people
have felt because the Canadians got up and took on their own government.
Canadians are noted for their apathy so I guess we can just chuck out that unworthy
appraisal. There are lot of people backing the truckers in any way they can and more
and more are going to rise up around the world. It's great! People are unifying! It's
wonderful! 
 
CE: It is but don't think the DS will allow the truckers to keep the upper hand. They
will come back with retaliation. That's the way they are. 
 
Me: You guys are watching for this, aren't you? 
 
CE: I have another mother ship here monitoring alongside my ship. We are listening
to Deep State communications all around the world. Yes, we can hack any
conversation we want to. We can understand what is happening, and what needs to
be done about it at every level. So far, they are only planning worse weather for the
region, and from the looks of it today, it's either a fail or they will come up with more
later this week. 



 
Me: So, to sum up, this will create a big stalemate in Canada, presumably sides will
be polarized, there will be political arguments and perhaps the Conservatives will
rise up and do something about Trudeau and the DS, maybe Canada will actually get
one province liberated from the agenda: Ontario. Wouldn't that be nice? Yes, I'll keep
thinking positively. Just like the States has Florida, we need one province that's free
of the agenda and back to where we were. 
 
CE: You have to change it. The people have to change it. You are the key to all of
this. You have to change and to show you are changing. 
 
The White Hats have kept up the charade as long as was required for the people to
rise up. They're doing this in many countries which they've already liberated. Not all
are liberated, though. When the people rise up they will be dealing with who they
believe are black hat operators but it will be the white hats disguising themselves as
black hats they will be negotiating with. 
 
Me: So the patriots have to renegotiate with the white hats disguised as black hats,
while the real black hats are trying to disrupt all of this progress. 
 
CE: Correct. 
 
Me: What about Trudeau, not that I care about the man, but will he finish his term in
office? 
 
CE: No. The dark hats throw their own under the bus so the white hats would be
expected to do the same in order to mimic their behaviour. 
 
Me: Okay, well, we'll take this one day at a time, then. I'll have high expectations of a
new prime minister. 
 
CE: Your new system will come from this. The government will be stripped of many
of the people who are running private companies that work with the government, the
government will be changing its acceptance examination of new candidates and it
will exclude those who are satanic and indulge in the rituals satanists enjoy.
 
The people will set up a system of ombudsmen that will keep a close eye on people
in the government. Personal expense records will be made public at any time. And of
course the QFS (Quantum Financial System) will monitor all transactions and reveal
dirty business deals. Government will be simplified because there will be fewer
transactions as profiteering, ponzi schemes and illicit business deals will be
disallowed. It is the People's Will. So it must be. 
 
Me: Thanks Commander. 
 
CE: You're most welcome, Sharon. Adieu. 



"Breakthroughs of the Heart"
A Message from One via Sophia Love - February 3, 2022

www.SophiaLove.org
 

Hello. Thank you. Many are the days in which you’ve waited for better news, for
good news, for long lasting tales of harmonious happenings. You do so still today. 
 
It is as if your story is on repeat. 
 
Yet, if you take a step back, and separate emotionally from your daily angst – you will
see not only progress, but systemic change. 
 
You are in the process of re-structuring civilization. This is not something you’ll find
instructions for. This is something done primarily from your seminal organ, and not
from your brain. This is done with your heart. 
 
What will help you, is to remember this about the heart: 

It operates on an illogical path, rather than one determined to be scientifically
appropriate.
It responds to perceived need.
It reigns supreme as far as energy output.
It does not respond to authority (outside of self-authority).
It resonates and synchronizes with other hearts, matching frequencies and
harmonizing.
This harmony drowns out those unharmonious and/or opposing frequencies.
This frequency is the base signal, the origin of man himself, and it exponentially
increases with contact.
It becomes then, the catapult for Man’s Evolution and Gaia’s Transformation.

It has always been you, dear human. It has always been you. 
 
What I want to talk about today is the obvious truth being exposed now. For mankind
will not be taken over. Man has, instead, taken control. He has done so with his most
powerful and unique and misunderstood part. He has done so with his heart. 
 
All over your planet, you witness breakthroughs of the heart. These will not be
broadcast from corporate media or entertainment. These will be felt while witnessing
human to human interaction. 
 

https://thepulse.one/2021/11/22/austrians-could-face-jail-time-for-refusing-covid-jabs/


Do you see? 
 
The tipping point is approached and exceeded now. That point where what mankind
feels and expresses, and how men, women and children respond to one another, in
real time, about their life, takes precedence over the voice/programs/platforms or
governments attempting to monopolize the conversation. 
 
It is not governments and conglomerates who run the world –it is people. Mankind
realizes that now, with the initial actions of your drivers of goods. You’ve begun the
revolution that has been feared by the elite these many, many years. 
 
What will fuel this revolution is love. 
 
Be wary of those attempting a show of physical force. Know that you hold all that you
need to guarantee liberation, and you hold it within. 
 
Your ability to love cannot be overthrown, stopped or conquered. It is this that your
would-be controllers do not comprehend. 
 
From these words, take this comprehension and think about it. You have lived under
a regime of polarity. There were no places where true equal rights existed for every
citizen. 
 
This regime will lose its power, (has already lost its power), in a similar way to which
it was constructed. There will be a pretense of opposites, a game of enemy
combatants, a show of powerful overcoming powerless. It will be constructed to
appear as if loving each other is somehow bad for the populace. That personal
physical authority is, by itself, an act of rebellion conducted by an “enemy of the
state”. This “enemy of the state” is being attempted to be painted as someone to be
feared, and ultimately – stopped. 
 
Polarizing the population is the only game they know, the only trick up their sleeves.
Remember, it’s a trick and not the truth. 
 
Fear separates the race. Love unites the race. This is why love has been relegated
to romance, and considered a weak response. 
 
This, as opposed to powerful shows of force. How ironic it will be, at some future
moment, when the true story is told, that it was love that brought down the reign of a
death-cult who’d been in control for many thousands of years. It was love. 
 
You see, my dear human, this “new age” movement of star-seeds and light-workers
that began with “free love” comes full circle. Only now, after years of application,
oppression, ridicule, contrast and exposure – it incorporates truth. 
 
The truth is that love is neither feminine nor masculine. It is the force of life itself; the
lifeblood of the human race. It comes in every country, color, age and heart. It
recognizes fear, (which is the emotional pulse of every act of control), and eliminates
it. 
 
This wave of love spreading across your earth right now, vaporizes fear. It is fear that
has fed the machinations of control. Without fear, the power of this regime dissolves. 
 
So, love in every instance, and watch the matrix dissolve. Hold fast to your visions of
your new earth, and allow your heart to fuel and magnify them. In this way are they



made manifest. 
 
Well done, dear human, well done. Things will move quickly now. Expect some
bumps. Yet realize that you are heading downhill and the momentum cannot be
stopped. Thank you. 
 
©2011-2022   Sophia Love   All Rights Reserved. 
We are One. This is our planet. We are freeing her now. 

TOP STORIES
Please send your love and light to Canada's Truckers and the following situations.
New Poll: More Than 20 Million Canadians (54%) Want All COVID Restrictions
To End Now - The Pulse (headquarters in Canada, covering the protest).
 

12 Countries Roll Back COVID Restrictions, Israel Scraps "Green Pass" - The
Defender News.
 

Canada Freedom Convoy Movement; Timeline for Enactment of NESARA - A
Message from Saint Germain through Caroline Oceana Ryan.
 

New Hampshire Lawmakers Propose Bill that Will Allow Parmacists to
Administer Ivermectin Without Prescription - The Gateway Pundit.
 

Top Doctor at John Hopkins University Calls for Reinstatement of People Fired
Over Vaccine Mandates - Town Hall News.
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American Truckers Planning a Convoy to DC 2022
Summary of Different Sources by Reverend Dennis

 

In an act of solidarity with their northern neighbors (Canada), U.S. truckers are
amassing to form the Convoy to America's nation capital Washington, DC. The group
is tentatively aiming to start the convoy around March 1st, but realize that date might
get moved up. The convoy will begin in California and end in DC. The group is urging
everyone, regardless of occupation, to join them.
 

“We’re done with the mandates, we’re done with the government telling us what to
do, we will continue, and we will follow just like the rest of the world on these trucker
protests, and they will be 100 percent legal, they will abide by the law,” said Brian
Von D, a trucker and group organizer. “The government overreach is coming to an
end, and this is how we do it.”
 

On Fedruary 2nd, Facebook shut down and removed the group after it had amassed
131,000 followers. As yet, a new social media site has not been announced. And,
recently news came out that the Biden Administration is doing everything it can to
prevent this Freedom Convoy from happening.
 

Brian Base, co-organizer of the convoy, said the goal is to call peacefully for an end
to COVID-19 vaccine mandates in the U.S. "This is going to get very big, in my
opinion, and I think the government needs to take a look at what the American
people want. And they don't want mandates."
 
The truckers in this convoy, like their Canadian counterparts, plan to stay as long as
possible until the government coercion comes to an end. It has been reported that on
January 29th, Brazil also began a convoy, and now Australia has organized one, as
has The Netherlands.
 

In 2020, U.S. truckers couldn’t pull into truck stops to shower and had serious
problems for securing food because restaurants were all shut down during the
pandemic’s beginning. They had to receive a government letter to give them
permission to get fuel. They endured a lot, and now the government is causing them
grief with vaccine mandates.
 

The Convoy to DC 2022 is expected to be very similar to the Canadian Truckers
Freedom Convoy, and one major difference will be the sheer size. Canada has
between 35,000 - 60,000 owner operators nationwide. The U.S. by contrast has over
350,000 owner operator truck drivers and that number may be considerably higher



when considering small carriers and those who refer to themselves as owner
operator truckers.
 

This is because there are over 500,000 trucking companies in the United States and
80% of them are considered small trucking companies with fleet sizes of 6 trucks or
less. With over 2,000,000 semi-trucks on the road in the U.S., we can know one
thing for sure: the American Convoy to DC will be a sight to behold and not easily
forgotten.
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Help the Human Collective Take Back Its Power!

Share this newsletter with your friends. Don't post it on
Twitter or Facebook due to COVID-19 censorship. If you
do, they might delete your account. Namaste and Aloha!
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